Hedra Bench

Draftsman No.1

TOPHER GENT exhibits new work at the Architectural Digest Design Show
PROVIDENCE, Rhode Island, March 9, 2018 - TOPHER GENT announces he will be exhibiting
new designs at the Architectural Digest Design Show in New York this month. He will be
exhibiting the latest work from his Hedra Series and launching the Draftsman Series.
The Hedra series is a collection of hand-made sculptural steel furniture making up an elegant
group of seating and surfaces. While Topher has been known to implement his hand rubbed
patinas in this series, the Hedra Bench and Hedra Floating Console will be shown in a
pearlescent white powder coat with subtle undertones of a vibrant violet sheen.
The Draftsman Series is a gestural lighting collection comprised of LED fixtures boasting
dramatic cantilevers and sensitive moments of balance. This bespoke series of lighting is made
to order and is highly customizable. The Draftsman No. 1 can stand alone as a sculptural
accent, or variations can be grouped together for an impressive mobile-style installation.
This year marks Topher Gent’s second exhibition in New York with the Architectural Digest
Design Show in the MADE section. The juried MADE section is a resource for handcrafted,
often limited edition or one-of-a-kind furnishings, accessories, and art pieces. The event is held
at Piers 92 & 94 (55th Street at Twelfth Avenue) from March 21-25, 2018. Topher’s bold
installation can bee seen at Booth M811.
About TOPHER GENT
Topher Gent (www.tophergent.com) is an artist and furniture designer in Providence, RI. His
contemporary studio produces limited edition and one-of-a-kind artist quality furniture and
objects. He has a diverse background in design and production experience ranging from jewelry
and luxury goods to furniture and lighting, and has completed a number of public installations
and exhibitions throughout the Northeast.
Topher often works directly with the trade to produce high quality results in bespoke furniture,
lighting, and installation.
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